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“By tapping into the primordial 
urge of mankind— the very source 
that provided the fuel for their 
earlier classics—the band has 
delivered an edgy and thought-
provoking record that neither 
retreads their past work, nor 
abandons it altogether. ” 

—PUNK NEWS

“...judging by Are Born Again’s 
waltz with punk, hardcore, 
rock’s golden age, drugs, 
alcohol, sexual deviance, 
murder, suicide and crotch-
kicking authority, they aren’t 
slowing or mellowing” 

—ALTERNATIVE PRESS

“It’s the best album the band 
has made in years; crude yet 
catchy (and not above flinging 
yet more jokes about sluts 
and AIDS), Born Again may 
not reinvent anything—but it 
shows that the Dwarves still 
know how to shit out potent 
loads of disgusting fun.” 

—THE ONION AV CLUB
 
“At just over 30 minutes and 
18 tracks every song on this 
record is really good, there are 
no duds here.” 

—STEREOKILLER 

“Twenty-five years into their 
career, the Dwarves are still 
delivering the hilariously nasty 
goods on Are Born Again, 
proof that this San Francisco-
based band is more tenacious 
than the crabs undoubtedly 
festering under guitarist 
HeWhoCannotBeNamed’s 
always-exposed ballsack.” 

—COWBELL

“...at least you can still rely on 
The Dwarves to deliver  
the goods.” 

—ROCK-A-ROLLA
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25 years in the making the Dwarves Are Born Again features heroes from throughout the 
Dwarves saga. Blag the Ripper, HeWhoCanNotBeNamed, Rex Everything, the Fresh Prince of 
Darkness and a cast of thousands including Vadge Moore and Sgt. Saltpeter from the notorious 
Blood, Guts and Pussy record return to crush the ears of a desperate public. You get hardcore 
punk, ear banging pop and everything in between from the long standing masters of all styles. 
Damaged rock celebrity cameos mix with twisted phone messages and ear splitting noise all 
delivered with the pomp and circumstance that only the mighty Dwarves can deliver.

the dwarves  
are born agaIn

HAS DROPPED ON VINYL AND CD,  
BOTH INCLUDING A FREE DVD!  

CHECk OUT THE ATTENTION 
THE MAGNUM OPUS IS GARNERING!

VINYL + DVD: 
MVD5177LP  •  UPC: 760137517719  •  SRP: $19.95 

CD + DVD: 
MVD5176A  •  UPC: 760137517627  •  SRP: $17.95


